Internships and Fellowships

Out-of-classroom educational experiences can provide exceptional enrichment opportunities for your field of study. Networking and learning current trends are additional benefits. The deadlines to apply for them are often 2 months prior to the start of the experience. While some deadline information is provided, it is your responsibility to check the websites to verify the deadline.

General


Gilman International Scholarship Program for study abroad [2] Must receive a Pell Grant to apply for funding

Fulbright Programs [3] Scholarship and fellowship programs

Freeman-Asia Program [4] For US citizens that want to study abroad in East or Southeast Asia.

DAAD German Academic Exchange Service [5] Undergraduate & Graduate scholarship, internship and study abroad.


Active Minds Emerging Scholars for Mental Health Research [7] Application cycle is open from December to early January.


Rangel International Affairs summer undergraduate and graduate fellowship [9]

DC Internships: Live. Learn. Intern. [10] Deadlines vary depending on which internship and semester you apply.


Partners in the Parks [12] Deadlines vary depending on location

Peace Corps [13] Applications are taken year round


AmeriCorps [15] Applications are taken year round. Some specific locations may have specific deadlines, so review the website for complete details.


Research Experiences for Undergraduates through the National Science Foundation [17] Deadlines vary for each opportunity; programs for many majors (not limited to sciences)
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Sociological research methods [18] Deadline not specified; contact them for info

Social Science Research Center at TAMUCC [19]

Corpus Christi Area Small Business Internships [20]


INROADS Internships [22] Career Interest in Business, Engineering, Computers and Information Sciences, Retail Store Management, Sales, Health, or Marketing. Summer deadline is March 1st.

Udall Scholarships & Internships for Native American or Native Alaskan Students [23]

Science and Medicine Related

STARS program [24] at UC San Diego is an eight week summer research academy for undergraduate students, recent graduates, and masters students. Research is available in a variety of science fields.

Woodrow Wilson Teaching Fellowships [25] For students pursuing a master's degree in education and wanting to teach in STEM fields at high needs schools in Georgia, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and New Jersey. Includes a $30,000 stipend!

Penn State Health Services Research summer program [26]

University of Nebraska-Lincoln Summer REU Programs [27] Science fields. Priority Deadline and Regular Deadline.

Summer in Biomedical Science Undergrad Research Program [28]

Underrepresented Students in Medicine [29] Links to many opportunities for summer programs for students whose race or ethnicity is underrepresented in the medical profession.

Links for Co-Op/Internship Opportunities in Medicine [30]

Training Programs in Biomedical Sciences [31]

Baylor College of Medicine programs for those interested in research careers (SMART program) and surgery (Summer Surgery Program) [32] Deadlines are both in January.

Summer undergraduate research program info from the Association of American Medical Colleges [33]

Links to summer internship opportunities in biology [34]

Links to summer STEM research opportunities [35]

UNC MED Program (medical/dental school preparation) [36] Deadline is early December

Health Professions Advanced Summer Scholars Program [37] Deadline is February 1.

Profile for Success program for dental and medical school applicants [38] Deadline is mid-February

Northern Ecosystems Research [39] Deadline is Dec. 1
Undergrad, Postbac and Graduate opportunities in all science fields [40]

Amgen Scholars Program [41]

Microbiology research at UNLV [42]

Medical Careers Diversity Program at UTMB - 2 programs [43] Click the "Pre-Med Programs" tab

Graduate Fellowships, Scholarships, etc

Eramsus Mundos Programme [44] Study Abroad & Master's & Doctoral degrees in Europe. Deadline is April 30. Complex application!

James Madison Graduate Fellowships [45] For teachers of American history, American government or social studies in grades 7-12

DAAD German Academic Exchange Service [5] Undergraduate & Graduate scholarship, internship and study abroad.

Gates Cambridge Scholarships [46] Study at Cambridge University in England

Jack Kent Cooke Foundation [47] Graduate scholarships

Javits Fellowship Program [48] Graduate students in Fine Arts

Mitchell Scholars [49] For graduate study in Ireland

PhD studies in biomedical disciplines [50]

National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship [51] For studies in science, engineering & math

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowships [52]

Soros Fellowship for New Americans [53] Graduate funding for permanent residents, naturalized citizens, or children of naturalized citizens

Udall Fellowship for final year dissertation students [54]

Thomas Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship [55] Funds juniors, seniors and first year graduate students who plan careers the Foreign Service of the U.S. State Department

If you know of other credible resources, please send a link to Stephanie Box [56].

Source URL: http://honors.tamucc.edu/students/internships#comment-0
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[20] http://career-services.tamucc.edu/?main=SBIP&sub=SBIP_Student
[22] http://www.inroads.org/students/apply-online
[26] http://ldi.upenn.edu/sumr
[27] http://www.unl.edu/summerprogram/
[31] https://www.training.nih.gov/programs
[32] http://www.bcm.edu/education/summer_programs.cfm
[33] https://www.aamc.org/members/great/61052/great_summerlinks.html
[37] http://www.dmu.edu/admission/healthpass
[38] http://dent.umich.edu/mca/profileforsuccess
[40] http://sacnas.org/students
[42] http://faculty.unlv.edu/microreu
[56] mailto:stephanie.box@tamucc.edu